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Abstract—Blockchain has emerged as a promising technology that can guarantee data consistency and integrity among distributed participants. It has been used in many applications of the Internet of Things (IoT). However, since IoT applications often introduce a massive number of devices into blockchain systems, the efficiency of the blockchain becomes a serious problem. In this article, we analyze the key factors affecting the efficiency of blockchain. Unlike most existing solutions that handle this from the computing perspective, we consider the problem from the communication perspective. Particularly, we propose a coordinated satellite-terrestrial network to create efficient blockchains. We also derive a network scheduling strategy for the proposed architecture. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed system can support blockchains for higher efficiency. Moreover, several open research issues and design challenges will be discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT), more and more machine-to-machine (M2M) devices and wearable devices are being connected to the Internet. According to Cisco’s report [1], there will be 3.9 billion M2M connections and 1.1 billion wearable devices by 2022. As more IoT devices emerge and are connected to the Internet, how to manage their security and privacy in such highly distributed systems consisting of large numbers of devices without a pre-established trust poses significant design challenges.

Blockchain has emerged as a promising technology that can guarantee data consistency and integrity among distributed participants. It was first conceptualized in the popular cryptocurrency Bitcoin [2] in 2008. The term “blockchain” originates from its data structure which contains chained blocks to establish trusted transactions between untrusted entities in a fully distributed system. In a blockchain system, information is stored in data blocks that are organized in the form of a chain. The chained blocks are stored in the distributed participants, which are referred to as nodes. Each node keeps a complete replica of the entire chain. In a typical blockchain system, all nodes are equal in status and communicate with each other in a peer-to-peer (P2P) mode. The network contains no central controller, and all nodes collectively contribute to storing and securing all the data in the network. Cryptographic techniques are used in the generation and verification of blocks to ensure that data are tamper-resistant, and the chained structure of the blocks keeps the data traceable. With these features, blockchains provide a solution to the problem of distributed trust among the users of the network each of which does not know each other. Hence, participants require neither prior knowledge nor reliance on a third-party endorsement when conducting and recording transactions. Smart contracts, which are programs that can run on a blockchain to enable automated trading, were introduced into the Ethereum blockchain system in 2013 [3]. With the tamper-resistant features of decentralized trust management inherited in blockchains and smart contracts, services requiring trust such as sharing houses, bicycles, or cars implemented with IoT functions together with the data produced in an IoT could be automatically enabled [4]. More importantly, the decentralized and anonymous nature of the blockchain provides a new approach to tackle the privacy and security issues associated with IoT devices [5].

However, if we do use the blockchain to solve this issue, the efficiency of the system in terms of communications and computing becomes a serious concern. Transactions per second (TPS) is one of the most popular performance metrics for blockchains. Maximum TPS is the maximum number of transactions that a blockchain system can process per second. The theoretical maximum of Bitcoin is seven TPS, which is much smaller than the peak TPS of the Visa system of 47,000 TPS [6]. The problem of efficiency has greatly impeded the development of blockchain applications [7].

Several incremental solutions, such as increasing block size and block generation frequency, have been proposed to improve TPS. In [8], Croman et al. analyzed approaches to improve the TPS by tuning the block size and block interval parameters. In [6] and [9], the authors showed that the maximum TPS is proportional to the block generation rate in each round of the full propagation of a block among all nodes. Kiayias and Panagiotakos also showed in [6] that the practical value for a TPS should be smaller than the theoretical maximum TPS; otherwise, the blockchain may become prone to serious security risks. A scalable blockchain protocol, Bitcoin-NG (where NG refers to Next Generation) was presented in [10]. In Bitcoin-NG, only some of the blocks, referred to as key blocks, are mined in a manner similar to that in the case of Bitcoin, whereas all the other blocks, which are used to store transactions, are generated by the miners of the associated key blocks. Because the practical transaction speed for Bitcoin is usually lower than the maximum TPS needed to maintain the security of the system, Bitcoin-NG can help increase the transaction speed to be close to the maximum...
In this article, we first analyze the key factors affecting the efficiency of a blockchain. As a distributed ledger, the intrinsic property of a blockchain requires transactions and blocks to be synchronized among all nodes as soon as possible. Based on this analysis, we discovered that the propagation delay needed in a P2P network is the bottleneck to be considered when improving TPS. It is mainly determined by the communication capability of the network. Furthermore, as the number of nodes in the network increases, a longer propagation time is needed, leading to a lower TPS.

Notably, existing solutions mainly focus on improvements from a computing perspective, while improvements in efficiency from a communication perspective have been largely ignored. Here, to model the process of data propagation, we draw an analogy with heat transfer in a heated room. There are two ways in which heat can circulate within a room: heat convection, in which heat is transferred through the movement and circulation of warmed air; and thermal radiation, in which energy is directly radiated from high-temperature radiators to the entire room. As the movement of air is slow, it will take a relatively long time to warm up the whole room via heat convection. In contrast, thermal radiation is much faster.

Comparing the process of data propagation in our envisioned blockchain with heat transfer, node-to-node data transaction is similar to the heat transfer through convection, whereas satellite communication is similar to thermal radiation. Inspired by this analogy, we propose a new architecture of coordinated satellite-terrestrial networks for blockchain design. In our system, a satellite is used to broadcast transactions and blocks, considerably reducing the propagation time and improving the data synchronization speed. Simultaneously, a terrestrial P2P network is used to guarantee data synchronization for nodes that are beyond satellite coverage.

II. KEY FACTORS AFFECTING THE EFFICIENCY OF BLOCKCHAIN

In blockchain systems, data are input to transactions and transactions are stored in chained blocks. In a typical blockchain system, completing a new transaction requires four steps:

1) Transaction sponsors broadcast new transactions to other nodes;
2) Miners compete to generate a new block to hold new transactions;
3) Miners broadcast newly mined blocks to other nodes;
4) On receiving a new block, the node will verify it and store it in a local database if it passes verification.

From these procedures, it is clear that transactions and blocks need to be broadcast to all nodes. A block is confirmed when a majority of the nodes have received and accepted it. If a new block is not spread to other nodes, it is uncertain that the block has been successfully accepted by these other nodes and attackers may have more chances to replace it to tamper with the transactions in it. The process of spreading data in a P2P network is similar to spreading gossip. Figure 1 is a demonstration of the process of spreading a new block in a P2P network. Initially, the blockchain contains two blocks: Block #1 and Block #2. Each node has a copy of the entire blockchain. Node A has mined a new block first, and then it forwards the block to its neighbors: nodes B, C, and D. Similarly, node B forwards the block to nodes E and F; node D forwards the block to nodes G and H; node H forwards the block to node I. In this way, the block fans out from the block generator to its neighbors and then to their neighbors, and so on.

TPS is mainly determined by block size and the time interval between the generation of two blocks. The time interval must be larger than the total propagation delay, i.e., greater than the sum of the propagation delay of all the hops through the P2P propagation route. Notably, some nodes may not receive the block or need a very long time; for instance, node J is not a neighbor of any node and no node sends Block #3 to it. Usually, the time when the majority of the nodes have received the block is adopted, and the security of the blockchain system is improved if a larger percentage of nodes receive the block. In Fig. 1, when node I receives the block, 90 percent of the nodes are synchronized. In this case, the number of hops is three. The number of hops in a P2P spread is related to the number of neighbors that each node can connect with, which is denoted as K. In Fig. 1, K for nodes A and B are three and two, respectively. If every node can forward to more nodes, the total hops needed and the total propagation delay is lower. As shown in Fig. 2, the propagation delay of a P2P hop is the time interval between the time when node A begins to send the block and the time when node B receives it and starts forwarding it. This propagation delay essentially comprises two parts: time that is related to block size such as processing time and time for sending data; and intrinsic time delays, such as the overhead for transmitting or processing, and signal propagation delay which is unrelated to block size. In summary, the key factors affecting the efficiency
of a blockchain system are the block size and $K$.

First, let us analyze the effect of enhancing TPS by increasing block size. In general, the size of each transaction is made small enough by the designers of the blockchain; hence, the average size of each transaction could be assumed to be a constant. By increasing block size, the number of transactions in each block increases and TPS also increases. However, increasing block size too much can negatively affect the block-size-related time. When the block size is small enough, the intrinsic time delay becomes dominant and the effect of increasing block size on the total propagation time becomes negligible. In this case, increasing block size can enhance TPS. For instance, Bitcoin Cash increases block size to eight megabytes compared to the block size of Bitcoin which is one megabyte [11]. When the block size becomes very large, the block-size-related time gradually becomes the dominant factor and increases linearly with the block size. In this case, increasing block size is of little importance. These relationships are also supported by the measurements reported in [12]. In [6], Kiayias and Panagiotakos presented a similar analysis, which showed that block size is not a dominant factor affecting the TPS.

Consequently, the only way to improve TPS is to decrease the block generation interval. Some blockchains such as Litecoin, Dogecoin, Flashcoin, and Fastcoin decrease the block generation interval to increase TPS. However, the time interval must be larger than the time delay needed for one block to be broadcast to the majority of the nodes. If the block generation interval is less than the minimum time needed, the blockchain will be divided into several forks. In this case, nodes in different networks will hold their own chains and the system cannot work effectively.

From the preceding discussion, it is clear that the key problem in improving TPS is to decrease the total propagation delay in the blockchain. To decrease the total propagation delay, $K$ needs to be increased such that the number of propagation hops decreases. However, when block size and $K$ increase, the total throughput of a node also increases. Because the total throughput of each node needs to be less than its bandwidth, increasing $K$ continuously is impossible when the block size is fixed. Under current P2P network architectures, even with optimal values of $K$ and block size, the maximum TPS is limited by the bandwidth of the nodes. This cannot be increased instantly.

![Figure 2: Block propagation time during a hop in a P2P network.](image)

![Figure 3: Illustration of coordinated satellite-terrestrial networks for blockchains: a) spreading paths of a new block from nodes on the mainland; b) spreading paths of a new block from nodes on an island.](image)

### III. Coordinated Satellite-Terrestrial Networks for Blockchains

In conventional P2P networks, if a node needs to broadcast data to its neighboring nodes, it has to orderly send the information in a unicast manner. This is the primary reason why blockchains, a special class of P2P networks, are inefficient. On the contrary, satellite networks could simultaneously connect with all the nodes within its coverage area, due to the features of broadcast and long-range coverage. Furthermore, the coordination between satellites and terrestrial networks has been attracting increasing research interests, leading to the promising space-air-ground integrated network [13, 14], which has opened up a new way for agile global broadband coverage. In practice, some applications, such as Blockstream [15], have tentatively used satellite communications in blockchains.

Figure 3 presents an illustration of the architecture of a CSTN. As satellite communications are more expensive than
In a general blockchain system, each node keeps a list of neighboring nodes. In CSTNs, each ordinary node keeps three lists: a list of ordinary nodes, a list of super nodes, and a list of gateways. Each list item contains the network address and the identification of the node, the state of the node, and the latest response time when it responded to the host node. And each super node keeps a list of ordinary nodes. Each list item contains the network address and the identification of the node, the state of the node, and the latest response time when it responded to the host node. If a node does not reply in time when a super node forwards data to it, it is marked as inactive. When an inactive node is restored, the super node updates the record of its state and response time. If an ordinary node has transactions or blocks to broadcast, it sends them to the latest gateway which it has successfully communicated with. If the transmission fails, it tries the next latest gateway until it succeeds or no gateway remains. Then it sends the data to all the super nodes and ordinary nodes in its list in order. When a gateway receives a new block or transaction, it sends the data through the feeder link to the satellite, and then the data will be broadcast back to the ground. When a super node receives a new block or transaction from the satellite, it forwards the data to all the nodes in its ordinary node list through terrestrial networks.

When an ordinary node receives a new block or transaction from other nodes, it forwards the data to all the nodes in its ordinary node list. The forwarding strategy of each kind of nodes is summarized in Table I.

In CSTNs, as gateways and super nodes are vulnerable to data congestion, network scheduling is a critical technical problem, especially in scenarios with high TPS. In this article, we propose a brief network scheduling strategy for the maintenance of the neighboring node lists and the forwarding strategy. The list of ordinary nodes is maintained in a similar way as in Bitcoin. At the beginning, each node knows some original nodes, which are hard-coded in blockchain programs. When a gateway or a super node joins the network, it announces its type to the original nodes. When an ordinary node joins the network, it can request gateways, super nodes and ordinary nodes from the original nodes, and stores them in separate lists. Before a new super node is added to the list, the ordinary node will send a request to the super node, and record the response and the response time in the super node list. When a super node receives a request, it first checks whether the node is in its list or not. If the node is already in the list, it gives an accept response, and updates the record of the state and response time of the node in its list. Otherwise, it replies to the node according to the queue status of its list. If the list is not full, it gives an accept response, and adds the node to its list. If the list is full and there are inactive nodes in the list, it uses the requesting node to replace the node of which the response time is the shortest, and gives the requesting node an accept response. Otherwise, it directly gives a rejection response. When an ordinary node or a super node adds a new item to its list, if the list is full, it can replace one of the items in the list according to the update strategy in Table I. When the update condition is satisfied, the host node will choose a node in the list according to the update priority in the table. If more than one node meets the same priority standard, the host node can compare the subsequent priority standard until one node is selected. If more than one node has

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host node</th>
<th>Type of node in the list</th>
<th>List update conditions</th>
<th>Node update priority when the list is full</th>
<th>Forwarding strategies to the current list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary node</td>
<td>Ordinary node</td>
<td>1. Receive information of new ordinary nodes from other nodes; 2. Receive messages from ordinary nodes.</td>
<td>1. Replace the node with the earliest forwarding time; 2. Replace the node with the earliest response time.</td>
<td>1. Forward new blocks and transactions to all nodes in the list; 2. Forward information of new super nodes and gateways to all nodes in the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary node</td>
<td>Super node</td>
<td>1. Receive information of new super nodes from other nodes; 2. Receive new messages from super nodes.</td>
<td>1. Replace the node with the earliest forwarding time; 2. Replace the node with the earliest response time.</td>
<td>Forward the newly mined block to all super nodes in the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary node</td>
<td>Gateway</td>
<td>Receive information of new gateways from other nodes.</td>
<td>Forward the newly mined block to the gateway connected most recently.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super node</td>
<td>Ordinary node</td>
<td>Receive request from ordinary nodes.</td>
<td>Replace the inactive node with the earliest response time.</td>
<td>Forward new blocks and transactions to all nodes in the list.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Network scheduling strategies for CSTNs.
the same update priority, the host node will randomly select one to replace. The update strategy enables ordinary nodes to dynamically select gateways and super nodes according to the workload. If too many ordinary nodes access the same gateway, some will be rejected and they will have to access other gateways. If a super node does not respond to a certain ordinary node for a long time, the ordinary node will replace it with other super nodes. Besides, new gateways and super nodes could dynamically join the network to handle workload fluctuations.

In satellite broadcast, some super nodes may accidentally miss some blocks or transactions. For instance, some super nodes may be powered off during the broadcast, and thus miss the data. Moreover, the links between the satellite and super nodes may be interrupted or experience a poor channel state such as with rain attenuation, shadow fading, or strong interference. If a super node does not receive a new block from the satellite during some block intervals, it can relegate itself into an ordinary node.

The spreading paths of a new block from a node on the mainland and a node on an island are separately shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. In the spreading process of the block in Fig. 3a, there are five possible cases: 1) Nodes B and C receive the block directly from node A; 2) Super nodes E and H receive the block from the satellite; 3) Nodes F, G, and I receive the block from super nodes E and H; 4) Node D is not reached by any super node, but it can receive the block from node F through terrestrial networks; and 5) Node J does not receive the block as no node forwards the block to it in time. When it connects with a node that is synchronized with the blockchain network, it can get missing data from it. In the spreading process of the block in Fig. 3b, there are five possible cases: 1) Node H receives the block directly from node I, and node G receives it from node H; 2) Super nodes B and E receive the block from the satellite; 3) Nodes A, C, and F receive the block from super nodes B and E; 4) The case for node D is the same as that in Fig. 3a; and 5) The case for node J is the same as that in Fig. 3a. In both of the scenarios, there are ten nodes: two nodes (i.e., 20 percent) receive the block directly through the satellite broadcast path; four nodes (i.e., 40 percent) receive the block through terrestrial paths from the satellite and super nodes; two nodes (i.e., 20 percent) receive the block through the terrestrial P2P path; and one node (i.e., 10 percent) misses the block.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the system efficiency of CSTNs through simulations. In the simulations, we assume that all nodes are uniformly connected and the neighbors of each node are randomly distributed.

Similar to practical P2P networks, it may take a very long time for some nodes to receive the data or some nodes may be out of range of the other nodes. Hence, ensuring that all nodes receive the block is impossible. Therefore, in the simulation, TPS is represented by the number of transactions per second when 80 percent of the nodes have received the data. The total time needed for data to move from a gateway to the satellite and then broadcast to the ground is 300 ms, the size of each transaction is two kb, the bandwidth of an ordinary node is 100 Mbit/s, and the number of nodes in lists at ordinary nodes and super nodes is four.

Figure 4 shows the TPS for terrestrial networks and CSTNs, respectively for different block sizes. In the simulation conducted herein, the number of nodes in the network was set to $10^4$. Two groups of intrinsic delay were used to simulate TPS for local and global terrestrial networks, respectively. The intrinsic delay for the former was 20 ms and they are represented with dotted lines, whereas for the latter, the intrinsic delay is 200 ms and they are represented with solid lines. For each group, we compare the cases of CSTNs in which 20 percent of the nodes are super nodes to the cases of terrestrial networks in which all the nodes are ordinary nodes. As shown in Fig. 4, CSTNs with 20 percent of super nodes can provide a higher TPS than terrestrial networks with both intrinsic delay parameters. For both CSTNs and terrestrial networks, when the block size is small, increasing block size can enhance TPS. However, when the block size increases further, the increase in the speed of TPS for terrestrial networks becomes marginal, whereas the TPS of CSTNs continues increasing until a bigger block size is reached, implying that a bigger block size could be supported by CSTNs. Notably, for terrestrial networks with short intrinsic delays, the supported block size is small, as its total propagation is short. In this case, when the block size is small, the TPS of CSTNs becomes the same as that of terrestrial networks. This is because the total propagation time is short for the delay of satellite broadcast and all the data in the CSTNs is conveyed through terrestrial networks.

For a blockchain using a terrestrial network, the scalability issue is a major concern, that is, the expansion of the network size would increase the total propagation time and produce a drop in TPS. We simulated the influence of the number of nodes on TPS. In the simulation, the block size was set to eight Mbits. The average TPS for 1000 trials performed...
Figure 5: TPS at different network sizes.

V. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

In CSTNs, because the delay in satellite communications, the main part of the total propagation delay, is nearly fixed, increasing block size could linearly enhance TPS. Moreover, the block size is no longer limited by the bandwidth of the nodes and a bigger block size can be supported. Furthermore, expanding the network size does not affect TPS for blockchains using satellite networks. Thus, a larger network size could be supported. Besides, reducing the total propagation time would lessen the latency of transactions, meaning the payee must wait until the transaction is confirmed after some blocks later have been generated. However, there are still some important design issues and challenges.

1) Suitable scenarios.

As satellite communications are more expensive than terrestrial communications, it is necessary to fully consider whether the scenarios are proper for CSTNs. For instance, in a system with $5 \times 10^4$ TPS and the size of a transaction is two kb, the total bandwidth of satellite communications is about 100 Mbit/s. For networks with many nodes, the cost of satellite communication is affordable. However, for systems with a small network size, the cost may be too high. Besides, the use of satellite communications is not suitable for networks with a small delay. Because of the long distance between the earth and the satellite, the signal propagation delay for satellite communications is relatively high. For systems in which the delays between all nodes are very small, e.g., blockchains running in a local area network, the total delay is shorter than the delay of the feeder link and the satellite broadcast link; hence, the efficiency of a satellite network may not outperform that of a terrestrial P2P network in this case. For delay-sensitive applications, low earth orbit satellites could be used, or these services could be switched to terrestrial networks.

2) Dynamic network scheduling.

In CSTNs, the satellite may be sheltered by clouds, and gateways may experience data congestion. In these cases, nodes dynamically choose whether to transmit data through satellite networks or terrestrial P2P networks based on the stability of satellite links and the congestion levels at gateways. Additionally, nodes can choose to transmit delay-insensitive transaction through terrestrial networks.

3) Security and stability.

In CSTNs, gateways and super nodes can be accessed by anyone. Hence, they are prone to denial of service (DoS) attacks and other security issues. The firewall policy must be carefully designed to filter hostile nodes and requests. Furthermore, identification authentication and data verification can be adopted among all nodes and gateways to reduce malicious traffic.

4) Decentralization and fairness.

Leveraging satellite networks in blockchains will bring in a centralized communication infrastructure. However, the decentralized feature of blockchain can still be maintained. First, in CSTNs, the satellite is not used as a central controller. The satellite networks are used to help speed up the information dissemination and act as relaying devices for broadcast. Therefore, there are still no central controllers in the system. Second, the satellite networks do not replace the terrestrial networks. On the contrary, the satellite networks provide an extra data transmission channel. Moreover, if the satellite is compromised, the terrestrial networks can be used to supervise the behaviors of the satellite networks to alleviate the risk of unfairness. All nodes can participate in supervising the credibility of the gateways and super nodes, and make their judgments independently. If a gateway or super node is deemed unfair, ordinary nodes can alternate to other gateways or super nodes. If the satellite is down or compromised, the nodes will recognize it and choose to propagate data from the terrestrial networks instead of the satellite networks. Hence, the blockchain can still run with a lower TPS through the terrestrial networks.

5) Multiple satellites.
In the illustrated architecture of CSTNs, only one satellite is considered. To ensure global coverage, more satellites are needed. With multiple satellites, miners should transmit to as many satellites as possible through gateways to cover more nodes by broadcast. In the broadcast, routing strategies for blocks from miners to multiple gateways require further study, such as how to select the gateways and how to ensure more nodes can be reached.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we analyzed key factors that influence the efficiency of blockchains. We observed that there are two key approaches to enhance the efficiency of blockchains. One is increasing block size, and the other is increasing the number of effective neighbors that each node can connect with. However, when the bandwidth of each node is fixed, the block size and the number of effective neighbors cannot be increased too much due to the scalability issue. Hence, the system efficiency for a blockchain based on the traditional P2P networks is significantly limited by the bandwidth of the nodes. Thus, we proposed a new system architecture, namely, CSTNs, in which a satellite is leveraged to cover the majority of the nodes by handling broadcast, while terrestrial P2P networks guarantee the coverage of nodes beyond the reach of satellite broadcast. We also provided a network scheduling strategy for neighboring nodes management and data forwarding. Simulation results showed that CSTNs can greatly improve the efficiency of blockchains, especially in scenarios where the network size is large or the intrinsic time delay of the terrestrial network is long. We also discussed several design issues and challenges encountered in the implementation of CSTNs.
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